IMPACT REPORT
SEPTEMBER 2015
Spotlight on Singapore

Thirty-eight bright young students from
underprivileged backgrounds have received
scholarships to pursue tertiary education in
different institutions. With your help we
support them as they continue their studies
and their journey to success. We also bring
you news of a Gala event where AkarakA is
selected as the beneficiary.

www.akaraka.org.sg

SINGAPORE IMPACT

KEY FIGURES
SINGAPORE, 2015

110,000 - 140, 000 households in Singapore earn
less than $1250 per month ($312 per person), the
amount required to cover basic living expenses.

NEW GRADUATES

21 Successful 2015 Graduates

While Singapore has no official poverty
line, in 2011 the Department of Statistics
identified
the
average
household
expenditure on basic needs to be $1,250
a month for a four-person household living
in a two room HDB.
As at 2014, 2.3% of the 1,200,000
households in Singapore earned less than
$1000 per calendar month and a further
5.9% earned less than $1999.
Source: Department of Statistics
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Male students are
currently serving
National Service
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Students have
progressed to
further education
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Students have joined
the workforce in
different fields

AkarakA scholarships
in Singapore are highly
sought after, during
our recent intake we
interviewed 200 students
from Ngee Ann Polytechnic
for just 3 positions.
All applicants showed
truly outstanding
academic performance
and motivation. Despite
facing financial adversity,
they were full of drive and
passion for the future.
Corporate Partner,
Intertrust, joined us for
the interviews and will
offer an internship and
mentor one of the selected
students.

We current sponsor 16 students in
Singapore, 8 males, and 8 females.
11 of these students were new to the
AkarakA program in 2015.
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SINGAPORE STORY
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Father abandoned family when he was 7
Raised by single Mother with a serious
health condition
First in family to graduate Secondary
school, and move onto higher education
Aspires to a degree in Chemical Engineering

P

anliang

is the only child of
an unemployed single
mother with chronic
medical issues. He has no
contact with his Father, and
spent his first decade of
life being shuttled between
relatives. As a result
of this rather turbulent
beginning he began acting
out, rebelling, and trying to
envision what possibilities
the future might hold.
Lacking adult role models
he had a hard time picturing
positive outcomes.
His Mother, unable to
care for him, moved him
into a Boarding Home for
Secondary School. The
newly found structure of
the boarding home, with
its inherent rules and
regulations, had a positive
affect on his life that flowed

into his schooling. He found
himself excelling in technical
classes, in particular
Chemistry, and scored
well on his GCE “O” level
examinations.
With a desire to get himself
into the workforce as
quickly as possible Panliang
opted to study a Diploma
in Chemical Engineering at
his local Polytechnic. An
AkarakA scholarship covered
his tuition fees. Newly
graduated, Panliang has
begun to serve his two years
of compulsory National
Service. He anticipates that
he will enjoy military life and
hopes to enlist in the army
after his NS is completed.
He notes that the Army
award academic scholarships
to Officers who wish to
pursue a University Degree.
At AkarakA we are thrilled to
see him looking toward the
future, making educational
and life goals.

LEE PAN LIANG

DIPLOMA IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
IMPACT REPORT
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Dropped out of school after disappointing
GCE exam results

LEGAL EAGLE

Offered internship with Law Society
Moved into full-time position with
Law Society
Following her dream towards a law
career by studying part-time
Aspires to complete a degree in
Family and Criminal Law

D

esiree

Despite growing
up in a family
with
financial
difficulties
Desire
was able to attend
a top public all-girls Primary
School that was located near
her home.
With a love of literature and
history, and a highly driven
nature Desiree had high
aspirations
for
Secondary
School.
Moving from her
Primary School into the local
co-ed
Secondary
School
proved a difficult transition
however, she struggled to
adapt to the change and
suffered academically.
After receiving disappointing
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HARD TO HELP MY
COUNTRY PROGRESS

GCE “O” level examination
results
she
considered
following her love of Law into
a course at a local Polytechnic
College, but decided to try an
industry internship first. With
a recommendation from the
Ministry of Social and Family
Development she secured an
internship at the Law Society.
Desiree thrived in her internship
and was offered a full-time
position at it’s completion.
She has since been promoted
to Executive Officer.
With the aid of an AkarakA
scholarship
Desiree
now
studies part-time, working
towards her Diploma in Law.
She aspires to move onto a full
degree course in Family and
Criminal Law on graduation.

DESIREE OOI
DIPLOMA IN LAW
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SINGAPORE: 13th June, 2015
Bloomberg
Startup
mentors
shared with our scholars stories
of their personal journeys that led
them to a career at Bloomberg.

“I DID NOT HAVE ANY
DREAMS ... NOW I
WILL BECOME AN
ENGINEER.

Every story was intimate and
easily relatable even to our
scholars’ own lives. One of our
scholars, Liyana, mentioned that
after listening to the Bloomberg
mentor’s stories she felt relieved
as she realised she wasn’t the
only facing these dilemmas in life.

I CAN GIVE MY FAMILY
WHAT THEY GAVE UP
FOR ME”

TRAINING
9 STUDENTS (+ 2 PARENTS)

BLOOMBERG SINGAPORE

D

ebbie Lim of Bloomberg Singapore jumped on a plane to Phnom Penh in August to spend some
time with nine of our recently graduated Cambodian Scholars.

These students are from distant provinces in Cambodia with agrarian family backgrounds, living
in impoverished circumstances. They all come from large families and are often the first one to
have attended school. AkarakA scholarships funded their ITC school fees (USD250 - 350/year),
dormitory stay and living expenses. This is so they can continue a tertiary education to secure
jobs within Cambodia’s growing IT/engineering industry. Six of the nine graduates have already
found jobs in the Engineering field, and will achieving salaries two to four times higher than their
pre-graduate projected income.

LUN MeaLea
I did mechanical engineering. In the end, I got a job in a plumbing
company for waterworks. The interview was a mistake, they
called the wrong person, but I felt so confident after getting a
degree that I went for it anyway, and got the job.

CONFIDENT & EMPOWERED
It is something different for me and I have been working there
2 months now !”
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Established Oct, 2014
Aims to build on entrepreneurial spirit in
students through active mentoring
Promotes technology & education
Offers workshops, events and mentoring
Provides access to internships, scholarships
and career opportunity

These sharing sessions not
only inspire and encourage our
scholars, they also provide insight
into the working world and what
employers are looking for in a job
applicant.

CHANMY KONG
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY CAMBODIA
PHNOM PENH

BLOOMBERG STARTUP

“Today’s students will be
tomorrow’s leaders and
innovators, and we should do
everything we possibly can to
help them succeed”
Mike Bloomberg
“HAD THESE STUDENTS
REMAINED IN THEIR VILLAGES,
FARMING, THEY WOULD HAVE
EARNED US$50 - $150 PER
MONTH
AS GRADUATES THEIR STARTING
SALARIES ARE US$250 PER
MONTH”
- DEBBIE LIM, BLOOMBERG
IMPACT REPORT
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Casino Royale
Inaugural Gala - Presented by Jeanette Seng, with proceeds supporting

Monaco meets Singapore in a memorable evening of glamour and
entertainment.
gaming tables
live jazz
gourmet customized canapes
unlimited champagne, wines & spirits

Put on your most glamorous outfit and show up as
your favorite “Bond” or “Bond Girl”
Wednesday December 9th, 2015 - 7pm - 11pm
Sky on 57, Marina Bay Sands, 10 Bayfront Avenue, Singapore
Tickets available directly through hostess:

jeanetteseng@gmail.com or +65 8777-8580
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